MINUTES

Aquatech Meeting on bed turn over

Thrusday November 20th, 2008

Present: Amanda McGrath, Yogesh Bhattarai, Jacob Meulink, Shannon Mitchell

Absent: Mark Raebel

New Business:

3:30 Begin Meeting.
- Decided to choose and suggest two optimal designs “Cork Screw” and “Rotational.”?
- In Power point make two slides regarding each optimal solutions and their cost.
- Everyone will email their slides by Tuesday.
- Everyone will send comments by Friday.
- Prepare final slide and send them to everyone by Monday.

4:35 Meeting with Steve:
- Suggested making second slide for problem statement.
- Suggested Adding a schematic of airlift in the slide.
- Suggested adding morph chart in the presentation and replace project learning summary.
- Suggested to show pictures of working in lab.
- Suggested adding a slide for design specification.
- Suggested to outline expenses carefully. Keep at least $500 for shop, $500 for travel and at least $1500 for electronics. Good to ask for more than less!

5:05 Meeting ended.

Action Items:

- Complete Power point.

Respectfully submitted,

Yogesh Bhattarai, Secretary

November 23rd, 2008